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Il mito e le fiabe nella cultura di massa.       



Cosa si intende per «mito» (Da 
Dizionario Treccani – significato  1  

• mito s. m. [dal gr. μῦϑος «parola, discorso, racconto, favola, leggenda»]. – 
1. Narrazione fantastica tramandata oralmente o in forma scritta, con 
valore spesso religioso e comunque simbolico, di gesta compiute da figure 
divine o da antenati (esseri mitici) che per un popolo, una cultura o una 
civiltà costituisce una spiegazione sia di fenomeni naturali sia 
dell’esperienza trascendentale, il fondamento del sistema sociale o la 
giustificazione del significato sacrale che si attribuisce a fatti o a 
personaggi storici; con lo stesso termine si intende anche ciascuno dei 
temi della narrazione mitica in quanto trattati ed eventualmente 
rielaborati in opere letterarie o filosofiche (per Platone, rappresentazione 
verosimile, in forma di allegoria, di realtà inattingibili da parte della 
ragione): i m. della genesi del mondo e dell’uomo; il crearsi, il diffondersi di 
un m.; i m. greci, romani, orientali; il m. di Prometeo, di Teseo e Arianna; il 
m. della spedizione degli Argonauti può essere interpretato come allegoria 
delle antiche navigazioni; il m. della reincarnazione in Platone 



segue 

In quanto fenomeno antropologico il mito, a partire dal 
sec. 19°, è stato oggetto di teorie che lo hanno 
interpretato, volta a volta, come espressione di una fase 
dello sviluppo storico della comunicazione umana, come 
testimonianza di esperienze e pratiche primitive ritenute 
comuni a tutti i popoli, o, più recentemente, come 
l’espressione simbolica di credenze e comportamenti 
tradizionali, radicati nelle strutture profonde della psiche 
(e dunque essenzialmente universali, al di là delle 
differenze di forma) oppure prodotti di condizioni socio-
economiche storicamente determinate e allo stesso 
tempo strumenti di coesione ideologica e di 
conservazione sociale. 



Segue – significato 2 

estens. a. Idealizzazione di un evento o personaggio storico che assume, nella 
coscienza dei posteri o anche dei contemporanei, carattere e proporzione quasi 
leggendarî, esercitando un forte potere di attrazione sulla fantasia e sul sentimento di 
un popolo o di un’età: il m. di Cesare; il m. di Roma nel medioevo; il m. napoleonico; 
fare un m. di qualcuno o di qualche cosa; anche, di personaggi o eventi (reali o no) 
che, amplificati dall’immaginazione popolare, diventano simboli di comportamenti o 
di atteggiamenti umani attraverso la mediazione letteraria: il m. di Faust; il m. di Don 
Giovanni; il m. della corsa all’oro nel Nordamerica; oppure, più recentemente, di 
personaggi dello spettacolo o dello sport che, per la grande popolarità raggiunta, siano 
diventati degli idoli per le folle: il m. di Rodolfo Valentino, della divina Greta Garbo; il 
m. della Callas; il m. di Coppi nella storia del ciclismo; diventare un m. dell’atletica; la 
fine di un m., l’inizio del tramonto di un atleta, quando perde la sua invincibilità.  
b. Con sign. affine, idoleggiamento di un personaggio, o di un momento storico, nel 
quale si riflettono il gusto e la sensibilità di un’epoca: il m. di Virgilio nel medioevo, e il 
m. del medioevo nel Romanticismo. c. Motivo ideale o trasfigurazione della fantasia 
che assume particolare importanza e ricorre frequente nell’opera di un autore o 
caratterizza il gusto di un ambiente culturale: il m. della donna angelicata nello 
stilnovismo; il m. della bellezza nei lirici del Cinquecento; il m. rousseauiano del «buon 
selvaggio»; il m. del «fanciullino» nel Pascoli; il m. del superuomo in D’Annunzio. 



Segue – significato 3 

3. a. Rappresentazione ideale o ideologica della realtà che, proposta in genere 
da una élite intellettuale o politica, viene accolta con fede quasi mistica da un 
popolo o da un gruppo sociale: il m. positivistico del progresso; il m. della 
purezza della razza nel nazionalsocialismo; abbattere, far crollare un mito. b. 
Desiderio o speranza ritenuti irrealizzabili; sogno, utopia: il miglioramento 
della situazione è, almeno per ora, un m.; il calo dell’inflazione si è rivelato un 
mito. Soggettivamente o polemicamente, possono essere definite come mito 
in questo senso limitativo anche alcune di quelle idee che per altri hanno o 
hanno avuto un valore simbolico-religioso, in quanto ritenute prive di validità 
razionale e di carattere pratico: il m. dell’uguaglianza sociale, il m. del 
benessere universale. c. Più genericam., prodotto della fantasia, alterazione 
più o meno involontaria della realtà per opera dell’immaginazione, anche 
come fatto patologico (cfr. mitomania): fabbricarsi, crearsi dei miti. E in frasi 
di tono più o meno scherz. (con sign. affine a favola, leggenda), fatto o 
opinione che non ha corrispondenza nella realtà: la sua intelligenza, o la sua 
incorruttibilità, è soltanto un mito. 



Da Wikipedia  

Un mito (dal greco μύθος, mythos, pronuncia müthos) è una 
narrazione investita di sacralità relativa alle origini del mondo o alle 
modalità con cui il mondo stesso e le creature viventi hanno raggiunto 
la forma presente in un certo contesto socio culturale o in un popolo 
specifico. Di solito tale narrazione riguarda dei ed eroi come 
protagonisti delle origini del mondo in un contesto sacrale.  
Spesso le vicende narrate (oralmente) nel mito hanno luogo in 
un'epoca che precede la storia scritta. […] 
Al tempo stesso il mito è la riduzione narrativa di momenti legati alla 
dimensione del rito, insieme al quale costituisce un momento 
fondamentale dell'esperienza religiosa volta a soddisfare il bisogno di 
fornire una spiegazione a fenomeni naturali o a interrogativi 
sull'esistenza e sul cosmo. Esistono tre tipi diversi di mito: i miti 
cosmogonici, i miti eziologici e i miti storici.  

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingua_greca
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacro
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divinit%C3%A0
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eroe
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storia
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rito


Treccani (enciclopedia) 

mito Dal greco mỳthos ("parola, racconto"), una narrazione di particolari 
gesta compiute da dei, semidei, eroi e mostri. Il m. può offrire una 
spiegazione di fenomeni naturali, legittimare pratiche rituali o istituzioni 
sociali e, più genericamente, rispondere alle grandi domande che gli uomini si 
pongono. Caratteristica essenziale del m. è che esso si sia diffuso oralmente 
prima di essere scritto, e che si perpetui nella tradizione di un popolo.  
 I m. si occupano di argomenti importanti per l'esistenza della comunità. 
Raccontando le origini del mondo, del popolo, delle singole istituzioni, essi 
non intendono offrirne una spiegazione causale, bensì legittimarle e 
sanzionarle, proiettandole in un tempo che, essendo il tempo di attività di 
esseri mitici (dei, eroi, antenati ecc.), ne fornisca la giustificazione religiosa e 
la garanzia di immutabilità. Perciò il m. è funzionale alle forme di esistenza 
della comunità e nello stesso tempo fornisce i modelli dell'attività umana che 
segue le linee di condotta statuite, nel tempo delle origini, dagli esseri mitici. 
Raccontare m. è quindi un'attività religiosa affine al culto stesso, di cui a volte 
fa parte integrante (m. inclusi in preghiere, liturgie ecc.). 



Encyclopaedia Britannica 

Myth, a symbolic narrative, usually of unknown origin and at least partly traditional, 
that ostensibly relates actual events and that is especially associated with religious 
belief. It is distinguished from symbolic behaviour (cult, ritual) and symbolic places or 
objects (temples, icons). Myths are specific accounts of gods or superhuman beings 
involved in extraordinary events or circumstances in a time that is unspecified but 
which is understood as existing apart from ordinary human experience. The term 
mythology denotes both the study of myth and the body of myths belonging to a 
particular religious tradition.  
By extension from this primary religious meaning, the word myth may also be used 
more loosely to refer to an ideological belief when that belief is the object of a quasi-
religious faith; an example would be the Marxist eschatological myth of the withering 
away of the state. 
While the outline of myths from a past period or from a society other than one’s own 
can usually be seen quite clearly, to recognize the myths that are dominant in one’s 
own time and society is always difficult. This is hardly surprising, because a myth has 
its authority not by proving itself but by presenting itself. In this sense the authority of 
a myth indeed “goes without saying,” and the myth can be outlined in detail only 
when its authority is no longer unquestioned but has been rejected or overcome in 
some manner by another, more comprehensive myth. 
 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Myths
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/myth
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/comprehensive


segue 

Myth has existed in every society. Indeed, it would seem to be a basic constituent of 
human culture. Because the variety is so great, it is difficult to generalize about the 
nature of myths. But it is clear that in their general characteristics and in their details a 
people’s myths reflect, express, and explore the people’s self-image. The study of 
myth is thus of central importance in the study both of individual societies and of 
human culture as a whole. 
• Relation of myths to other narrative forms:  
In Western culture there are a number of literary or narrative genres that scholars 
have related in different ways to myths. Examples are fables, fairy tales, folktales, 
sagas, epics, legends, and etiologic tales (which refer to causes or explain why a thing 
is the way it is). Another form of tale, the parable, differs from myth in its purpose and 
character. Even in the West, however, there is no agreed definition of any of these 
genres, and some scholars question whether multiplying categories of narrative is 
helpful at all, as opposed to working with a very general concept such as the 
traditional tale. Non-Western cultures apply classifications that are different both from 
the Western categories and from one another. Most, however, make a basic distinction 
between “true” and “fictitious” narratives, with “true” ones corresponding to what in 
the West would be called myths. 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/constituent
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/culture
https://www.britannica.com/art/narrative
https://www.britannica.com/art/genre-art
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/genres
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/legends


Forme narrative analoghe: Fables 
(favole) 

 
The word fable derives from the Latin word fabula, which originally meant about the 
same as the Greek mythos. Like mythos, it came to mean a fictitious or untrue story. 
Myths, in contrast, are not presented as fictitious or untrue. 
Fables, like some myths, feature personified animals or natural objects as characters. 
Unlike myths, however, fables almost always end with an explicit moral message, and 
this highlights the characteristic feature of fables—namely, that they are instructive 
tales that teach morals about human social behaviour. Myths, by contrast, tend to lack 
this directly didactic aspect, and the sacred narratives that they embody are often 
hard to translate into direct prescriptions for action in everyday human terms. Another 
difference between fables and myths relates to a feature of the narratives that they 
present. The context of a typical fable will be unspecific as to time and space—e.g., “A 
fox and a goose met at a pool.” A typical myth, on the other hand, will be likely to 
identify by name the god or hero concerned in a given exploit and to specify details of 
geography and genealogy—e.g., “Oedipus was the son of Laius, the king of Thebes.” 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/moral
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/morals
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/didactic
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/context
https://www.britannica.com/art/fable


Fiabe (fairy-tales) 

The term fairy tale, if taken literally, should refer only to stories about fairies, a class of 
supernatural and sometimes malevolent beings—often believed to be of diminutive 
size—who were thought by people in medieval and postmedieval Europe to inhabit a 
kingdom of their own; a literary expression of this belief can be found in Shakespeare’s 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The term fairy tale, however, is normally used to refer to 
a much wider class of narrative, namely stories (directed above all at an audience of 
children) about an individual, almost always young, who confronts strange or magical 
events; examples are “Jack and the Beanstalk,” “Cinderella,” and “Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs.” The modern concept of the fairy tale seems not to be found earlier 
than the 18th century in Europe, but the narratives themselves have earlier analogues 
much farther afield, notably in the Indian Katha-saritsagara (The Ocean of Story) and 
in The Thousand and One Nights. 
Like myths, fairy tales present extraordinary beings and events. Unlike myths—but like 
fables—fairy tales tend to be placed in a setting that is geographically and temporally 
vague and might begin with the words “Once upon a time there was a handsome 
prince….” A myth about a prince, by contrast, would be likely to name him and to 
specify his lineage, since such details might be of collective importance (for example, 
with reference to issues of property inheritance or the relative status of different 
families) to the social group among which the myth was told. 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/medieval
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/analogues
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/collective
https://www.britannica.com/topic/social-group


Folktales (Fiabe popolari) 
 

There is much disagreement among scholars as to how to define the folktale; 
consequently, there is disagreement about the relation between folktale and 
myth. One view of the problem is that of the American folklorist Stith 
Thompson, who regarded myths as one type of folktale; according to this 
approach, the particular characteristic of myth is that its narratives deal with 
sacred events that happened “in the beginning.” Other scholars either 
consider folktale a subdivision of myth or regard the two categories as distinct 
but overlapping. The latter view is taken by the British Classicist Geoffrey S. 
Kirk, who in Myth: Its Meaning and Functions in Ancient and Other Cultures 
(1970) uses the term myth to denote stories with an underlying purpose 
beyond that of simple story-telling and the term folktale to denote stories 
that reflect simple social situations and play on ordinary fears and desires. 
Examples of folktale motifs are encounters between ordinary, often humble, 
human beings and supernatural adversaries such as witches, giants, or ogres; 
contests to win a bride; and attempts to overcome a wicked stepmother or 
jealous sisters. But these typical folktale themes occur also in stories normally 
classified as myths, and there must always be a strong element of 
arbitrariness in assigning a motif to a particular category. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/art/folk-tale


Segue fiabe popolari 

• A different and important aspect of the problem of defining a folktale 
relates to the historical origin of the concept. As with the notion of 
folklore, the notion of folktale has its roots in the late 18th century. From 
that period until the middle of the 19th century, many European thinkers 
of a nationalist persuasion argued that stories told by ordinary people 
constituted a continuous tradition reaching back into the nation’s past. 
Thus, stories such as the Märchen (“tales”) collected by the Grimm 
brothers in Germany are folktales because they were told by the people 
rather than by an aristocratic elite. This definition of folktale introduces a 
new criterion for distinguishing between myth and folktale—namely, what 
class of person tells the story—but it by no means removes all the 
problems of classification. Just as the distinction between folk and 
aristocracy cannot be transferred from medieval Europe to tribal Africa or 
Classical Greece without risk of distortion, so the importing of a distinction 
between myth and folktale on the later European model is extremely 
problematic. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/constituted
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/criterion
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aristocracy


Sagas and epics 
 

The word saga is often used in a generalized and loose way to refer to any extended narrative re-creation 
of historical events. A distinction is thus sometimes drawn between myths (set in a semidivine world) and 
sagas (more realistic and more firmly grounded in a specific historical setting). This rather vague use of 
saga is best avoided, however, since the word can more usefully retain the precise connotation of its 
original context. The word saga is Old Norse and means “what is said.” The sagas are a group of medieval 
Icelandic prose narratives; the principal sagas date from the 13th century and relate the deeds of 
Icelandic heroes who lived during the 10th and 11th centuries. If the word saga is restricted to this 
Icelandic context, at least one of the possible terminological confusions over words for traditional tales is 
avoided. 
While saga in its original sense is a narrative type confined to a particular time and place, epics are found 
worldwide. Examples can be found in the ancient world (the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer), in medieval 
Europe (the Nibelungenlied), and in modern times (the Serbo-Croatian epic poetry recorded in the 
1930s). Among the many non-European examples are the Indian Mahabharata and the Tibetan Gesar 
epic. Epic is similar to saga in that both narrative forms look back to an age of heroic endeavour, but it 
differs from saga in that epics are almost always composed in poetry (with a few exceptions such as Kazak 
epic and the Turkish Book of Dede Korkut). The relation between epic and myth is not easy to pin down, 
but it is in general true that epics characteristically incorporate mythical events and persons. An example 
is the ancient Mesopotamian epic of Gilgamesh, which includes, among many mythical episodes, an 
account of the meeting between the hero Gilgamesh and Utnapishtim, the only human being to have 
attained immortality and sole survivor (with his wife) of the flood sent by the gods. Myth is thus a prime 
source of the material on which epic draws. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/art/saga
https://www.britannica.com/art/epic
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/connotation
https://www.britannica.com/art/saga
https://www.britannica.com/art/epic
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Gilgamesh
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Utnapishtim
https://www.britannica.com/topic/human-being


Legends 
 

In common usage the word legend usually characterizes a traditional tale 
thought to have a historical basis, as in the legends of King Arthur or Robin 
Hood. In this view, a distinction may be drawn between myth (which refers to 
the supernatural and the sacred) and legend (which is grounded in historical 
fact). Thus, some writers on the Iliad would distinguish between the 
legendary aspects (e.g., heroes performing actions possible for ordinary 
humans) and the mythical aspects (e.g., episodes involving the gods). But the 
distinction between myth and legend must be used with care. In particular, 
because of the assumed link between legend and historical fact, there may be 
a tendency to refer to narratives that correspond to one’s own beliefs as 
legends, while exactly comparable stories from other traditions may be 
classified as myths; hence a Christian might refer to stories about the 
miraculous deeds of a saint as legends, while similar stories about a pagan 
healer might be called myths. As in other cases, it must be remembered that 
the boundaries between terms for traditional narratives are fluid, and that 
different writers employ them in quite different ways. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/art/legend-literature
https://www.britannica.com/topic/King-Arthur
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Robin-Hood
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Robin-Hood
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/legend


Parables 
The term myth is not normally applied to narratives that have as their explicit purpose the illustration of 
a doctrine or standard of conduct. Instead, the term parable, or illustrative tale, is used. Familiar 
examples of such narratives are the parables of the New Testament. Parables have a considerable role 
also in Sufism (Islamic mysticism), rabbinic (Jewish biblical interpretive) literature, Hasidism (Jewish 
pietism), and Zen Buddhism. That parables are essentially non-mythological is clear because the point 
made by the parable is known or supposed to be known from another source. Parables have a more 
subservient function than myths. They may clarify something to an individual or a group but do not take 
on the revelatory character of myth. 
Etiologic tales 
Etiologic tales are very close to myth, and some scholars regard them as a particular type of myth rather 
than as a separate category. In modern usage the term etiology is used to refer to the description or 
assignment of causes (Greek aitia). Accordingly, an etiologic tale explains the origin of a custom, state of 
affairs, or natural feature in the human or divine world. Many tales explain the origin of a particular rock 
or mountain. Others explain iconographic features, such as the Hindu narrative ascribing the blue neck 
of the god Shiva to a poison he drank in primordial times. The etiologic theme often seems to be added 
to a mythical narrative as an afterthought. In other words, the etiology is not the distinctive 
characteristic of myth. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/art/parable
https://www.britannica.com/art/literature
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Zen
https://www.britannica.com/topic/etiologic-tale
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/primordial
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/etiology


«Tipi» di miti 

• Myths of origin 
• Myths of eschatology and destruction 
• Messianic and millenarian myths 
• Myths of culture heroes and soteriological myths 
• Myths of time and eternity 
• Myths of providence and destiny 
• Myths of rebirth and renewal 
• Myths of memory and forgetting 
• Myths of high beings and celestial gods 
• Myths concerning founders of religions and other religious figures 
• Myths of kings and ascetics 
• Myths of transformation 
 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/eschatology
https://www.britannica.com/topic/messiah-religion
https://www.britannica.com/topic/millennialism
https://www.britannica.com/topic/culture-hero
https://www.britannica.com/topic/soteriology
https://www.britannica.com/science/time
https://www.britannica.com/topic/eternity
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Providence-theology
https://www.britannica.com/science/memory-psychology
https://www.britannica.com/science/forgetting
https://www.britannica.com/topic/king-monarch


Miti della fine del mondo  

Myths of eschatology deal with “the end.” The end is conceived of as the opposite of the cosmogony; it 
means first and foremost the origin of death but also, in a wider sense, the end of the world. Special 
forms of eschatology are prevalent in messianism (belief in a future salvation figure) and millenarianism 
(belief in a 1,000-year reign of the elect). 
Myths about the origin of death, for which an added explanation has to be found in the sense that 
death is not seen as automatically the end of life, are probably as widely diffused as creation stories. 
One of the most common types of such myths speaks of a primordial time in which death did not exist 
and explains that it arose as the result of an error, as a punishment, or simply because the creator 
decided the earth would get too crowded otherwise. One example of a myth about the origin of death 
may be regarded as characteristic; it occurs, with variations, in many parts of the world. Among the 
Zulus the story is told that the supreme being Unkulunkulu instructed the chameleon to take a message 
to humankind, saying that they would be immortal. But the chameleon moved slowly, since he stopped 
to have something to eat (or, according to a variant, basked in the sun and fell asleep). In due course the 
supreme being changed his mind and sent a lizard to human beings, telling them that they would die. 
The lizard arrived and delivered his message. When the chameleon eventually arrived, his message 
conflicted with what humankind had already been told by the lizard. The chameleon was not believed, 
and human beings were mortal from then on. 
Expectations of a cataclysmic end of the world are also expressed by myths. A universal conflagration 
with a final battle and defeat of the gods is part of Germanic mythology and has parallels in other 
examples of Indo-European eschatological imagery.  

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/eschatology
https://www.britannica.com/science/death
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Zulu
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conflagration
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Germanic-religion-and-mythology


Miti di rinascita e rinnovamento  

• Myths of archaic traditions generally imply a conception of the world, nature, and 
humanity in terms of cyclic time. According to Australian Aboriginal myth, human 
beings are reincarnated into profane life at the moment of birth. At their initiation 
they reenter sacred time, and through their burial ceremonies they return to their 
original “spirit” state. Similar beliefs are held by many tribal peoples, and their 
myths are expressed in terms of cosmic cycles. Special myths are narrated in many 
places in preparation for initiation procedures. In agricultural societies, in addition 
to the themes of cosmic renewal, renewal through birth, and rebirth through 
initiation ceremonies at the attainment of manhood and womanhood, the theme 
of seasonal renewal is of great importance. The cyclic concept of time in all these 
traditions is present in many of the great religious and philosophical systems, such 
as Brahmanism (a Hindu system), Buddhism, and Platonism, and to some extent it 
is at variance with the idea of linear time typical of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. 
But no culture, not even that of Jews, Christians, or Muslims, completely 
disregards the cyclic patterns of the seasons, work, festivities, or existence. Such 
patterns seem to be engraved on humanity’s perception of the world. 
 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/cyclicism
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Australian-Aboriginal
https://www.britannica.com/topic/reincarnation


Mito e storia  

Myth and history represent alternative ways of looking at the past. Defining 
history is hardly easier than defining myth, but a historical approach 
necessarily involves both establishing a chronological framework for events 
and comparing and contrasting rival traditions in order to produce a coherent 
account. The latter process, in particular, requires the presence of writing in 
order that conflicting versions of the past may be recorded and evaluated. 
Where writing is absent, or where literacy is restricted, traditions embedded 
in myths through oral transmission may constitute the principal sources of 
authority for the past. Hence, myths may be cited when a situation in the 
present is materially affected by what version of the past is accepted. For 
instance, if a dispute arises among the Iatmul of Papua Nuova Guinea over 
the rights of different clans to possess land, the contending parties take part 
in oral contests involving the recitation of long lists of mythological names 
and other details from the myths. Since each clan’s view of the mythic past 
has implications for the ownership of estates by persons living in the present, 
victory in these contests is a matter of direct practical importance to the 
participants. 

 



segue Mito e storia  

Even in societies where literacy is widespread and where a considerable body of professional historians 
is at work, it may still be the case that a majority of the population form their views of the past on the 
basis of inherited mythlike traditions. Examples from the 20th century in Europe would be the polarized 
communities (Protestant and Roman Catholic) of Northern Ireland, or pro- and anti-Communist 
sympathizers in Greece. In the former case, the two communities have different and irreconcilable 
pictures of the events related to the partition of Ireland. In the latter case, the course of the civil war 
(after the end of World War II) is viewed quite differently by the two groups. These rival traditions may 
be described as mythlike because they are narratives with a strong validating function—the function of 
justifying current enmities and current loyalties—and they are believed with a quasi-religious faith 
against which objective historical testing is all but powerless.  
Finally, similarities to myths may be present even in the work of those who are justifiably described as 
historians. A clear instance of this is the ancient Greek writer Herodotus, the so-called “father of 
history.” He had the radically original idea of writing an account of the struggle between the Greek 
world and its “barbarian” neighbours during the Persian Wars, an account that combined and evaluated 
a range of disparate and often conflicting pieces of information. On these grounds he should certainly 
be described as a historian. Yet, his work is full of themes and story patterns that also occur in Greek 
myths—for example, transgression against the gods leads to retribution; again, people who live at the 
margins of the Greek world are imagined as having customs that are the exact inverse of their Greek 
equivalents. In the work of Herodotus there is no incompatibility between myth and history; both 
historical events and the patterns into which such happenings are perceived as falling form part of his 
overall enterprise: namely, to conduct an inquiry (the meaning of the Greek word historia) into the past. 
As with the distinction between myth and science, then, that between myth and history is by no means 
a straightforward one. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Herodotus-Greek-historian


[Commento…] 

L’esempio di Erodoto non mi pare molto appropriato, 
perché potremmo sostenere che si tratta di una 
protostoriografia , ancora non del tutto razionale e 
mischiata con il mito. Sarebbe interessante porti lo stesso 
problema per la storiografia contemporanea: in che 
misura modelli metastorici continuano a influenzare una 
scrittura della storia pur basata sulle evidenze fattuali e 
sulla critica delle fonti? 
Es. Hayden White, Metahistory… La presenza di plot (o di 
un processo di emplotment – intramazione) come base 
inespressa dello svolgimento di narrazioni storiche.  
E’ lo stesso tema che troviamo nella costruzione culturale 
delle memorie. Il mito del tedesco buono…  



I miti nella società contemporanea  

Secolarizzazione  
Deciding the extent to which there has actually been any secularization of myth involves a problem of definition. If 
myth is seen as the product of a past era, it is difficult to determine at what actual moment that era ended. [Ma il mito 
appartiene strutturalmente al passato, anzi a un passato da cui ci separa una cesura, anche se questo può ritornare in 
forma inautentica].  Thus, it is virtually impossible to state precisely when a certain mythical theme becomes a mere 
literary theme or to determine in general when myths are no longer being created. It is more fruitful to recognize that 
symbols, myths, and rituals are all subject to change over time. Nor is secularization an irreversible process. It is instead 
a process that takes place time and again. Secularization movements and movements toward “mythification” of a 
phenomenon, narrative, or idea are aspects of the same historical processes. There have also been many types of 
secularization; the one brought about in Western society since the Middle Ages is only a single example. Another 
instance was the development in Archaic and Classical Greece (sometimes referred to—with great oversimplification—
as a movement “from myth to reason”) whereby fundamental questions about the nature of the universe came 
increasingly to receive answers in terms of philosophical, as opposed to mythical, reasoning. 
On the other hand, although the secularization of modern times is not a unique phenomenon, it is a new and complex 
type, to which many factors have contributed. Scientific, particularly astronomical, discoveries of the late medieval and 
Renaissance periods were accompanied by a new trust in cosmic laws and an increasingly abstract notion of God. More 
or less Euhemeristic historical accounts that were common in the Middle Ages and were a symptom of a certain 
secularization process themselves gave way to history writing, focusing on psychological, social, and economic facts. In 
philosophy, naturalism of various sorts opposed notions of transcendence that earlier systems had taken for granted. 
The most common tendency in modern society has been to regard the characters and events in mythical accounts as 
not real or as by-products of realities that are not transcendent but rather immanent. 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transcendent


Commento  

Secolarizzazione come processo storico «unico»: il disincanto del mondo 
(Max Weber) come caratteristica della modernizzazione. Una religione 
che, a partire dal protestantesimo, non  fornisce più una visione del 
mondo obbligatoria e sostenuta dalle istituzioni fondamentali (dallo Stato 
alla famiglia): che si fa trascendente (lontana dal quotidiano), che non  si 
identifica più con la morale e la cittadinanza (la morale diviene laica – 
umanesimo – «illuminismo» nel senso di Adorno e Horkheimer).  
L’Ottocento come secolo di lotta fra la visione religiosa e quella 
scientifica. Il Novecento e la ricerca di un nuovo equilibrio: la visione 
cosmologica della scienza si separa dalla visione mitologica e religiosa: le 
due non occupano più lo stesso spazio, non si contraddicono a vicenda. Il 
religioso trova legittimità come «puramente spirituale» e il mito (p. es. il 
testo sacro) come un discorso che parla del mondo in modo solo 
allegorico o metaforico. 
Ma: discutere del processo di reincanto: quali condizioni creano spazio 
per miti diversi?  



Bisogni mitologici permanenti 

The secularization process in modern times has affected symbolic 
behaviour (cult, ritual, liturgy) and symbolic objects (sacred places) 
more than myth, however. Nevertheless, commonly accepted forms of 
mythology in modern society do not permeate all parts of society or 
fulfill all needs. (In all likelihood, no society has ever been perfectly 
homogeneous in its myths.) At the same time there exist profound 
mythological needs in modern society, and some are filled by myths 
borrowed from submerged or alien traditions. Modern society’s 
neglect of cosmic symbolism (which in contrast was widespread in 
archaic tradition) has provoked certain reactions, such as the 
continuing interest in astrology, which may even be seen as an attempt 
to present a coherent account of the cosmos. And the huge scientific 
advances of the 20th century have given rise to a literature, science 
fiction, that resembles myth, even down to an eschatological element. 

https://www.britannica.com/art/science-fiction
https://www.britannica.com/art/science-fiction


Political and social uses of myth 
 

In the industrialized Western society of the 20th century, myths and related 
types of tales continue to be told. Urban folklorists collect stories that have 
much in common with the tales collected by the Grimm brothers, except that 
in the modern narratives the lone traveler is likely to be threatened, not by a 
werewolf, but by a phantom hitchhiker, and the location of his danger may be 
a freeway rather than a forest. [leggende metropolitane] Computer games 
use sophisticated technology to represent quests involving dragons to be slain 
and princesses to be saved and married. The myth of Superman, the 
superhuman hero who saves the world and preserves “the American way,” is 
a notable image embodying modern Americans’ confidence in the moral 
values that their culture espouses. Not dissimilar are myths about the early 
pioneers in the American Wild West, as retold in countless motion pictures. 
Such stories often reinforce stereotypical attitudes about the moral 
superiority of the settlers to the native Indians, although sometimes such 
attitudes are called into question in other movies that attempt to 
demythologize the Wild West. [discutibilissimo: gli indiani cattivi sono un 
mito, gli indiani buoni una demitologizzazione? Non si tratta di modelli 
mitologici in entrambi i casi?)  

 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Superman-fictional-character
https://www.britannica.com/topic/pioneer-American-settler


   Although politics is often regarded as having taken over the role once 
played by religion or myth in Western society, the situation is more 
complex than such a generalization would imply. Just as myth has 
always had a strong social and political element, so political 
movements and theories have mythical dimensions. For instance, a 
mythological component has always been important in keeping 
political units together, from villages to nations. Recently, however, this 
mythical dimension has gained prominence with the rise of competing 
mythlike ideologies such as capitalism and communism; the word 
ideology might indeed be replaced, in much contemporary discussion 
about politics, by the term mythology. Finally, crucial terms in modern 
sociopolitical discussion, such as freedom and equality, although they 
have a long and complex philosophical history, are often posited in a 
manner analogous to the function of myth presenting its own 
authority. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/political-power
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ideologies
https://www.britannica.com/topic/free-will
https://www.britannica.com/topic/equality-human-rights

